Sequences linked to prokaryotic promoters can affect the efficiency of downstream termination sites.
The efficiency of transcription termination at certain well-defined prokaryotic rho-independent terminators depends on the promoter unit from which transcription is initiated. Some promoter units allow substantial readthrough of strong termination signals, a phenomenon we term "factor-independent antitermination". This observation is not easily explained by current models for prokaryotic terminator function that consider the terminator to be a "cassette" involving only sequences and RNA transcript structures in the immediate region of the terminator or directly upstream. When transcription is carried out in vitro employing only purified Escherichia coli RNA polymerase, up to 20 times as many RNA polymerase molecules pass through a particular terminator when transcription is initiated from the E. coli tac promoter unit, as compared to transcription initiated from the T7A1 or rrnB P2 promoters. This effect cannot be attributed to antitermination factors separate from the core RNA polymerase. Similar differences in termination efficiency are found for the same promoters in vivo. These termination differences are affected by sequences just downstream from the start site for transcription, including those in the +25 region of the nascent transcript. These early transcribed sequences can confer factor-independent antitermination onto a heterologous promoter, but only when the sequences are precisely positioned relative to the start site for transcription. We have considered several possible models to explain how early transcribed sequences might affect termination, including those in which the 5' end of the transcript interacts with either the terminator RNA or the polymerase. We favor an alternative model in which these sequences interact with the core RNA polymerase to convert the enzyme from a termination-proficient state (T-state) to a conformation resistant to termination (R-state). Such enzyme conformations may be an important component of factor-dependent antitermination systems.